Abstract. Small supernumerary marker chromosomes (sSMCs) are present in ~2.6x10^6 individuals worldwide. Concerning their clinical consequences as well as their chromosomal origin and shape, sSMCs are a heterogeneous group of derivative chromosomes; 70% of sSMC carriers are clinically normal. In the present study, we report on a female with mosaicism (45%) of a de novo sSMC derived from chromosome 7, in which the observed clinical signs do not correspond to comparable cases in the literature. She is clinically normal apart from problems in gender determination, a uterus without ovaries and an external penis, pointing overall towards an adrenogenital syndrome (AGS). 21-Hydroxylase deficiency (21-OHD) is the most common cause of AGS. A corresponding analysis for underlying mutations in the CYP21A2 gene revealed a homozygous mutation c.518T>A (p.Ile173Asn) inherited from both non-related parents. Overall, in this study, we report a unique case of female pseudohermaphroditism, classified as a simple virilization form of 21-OHD having an additional minute-shaped chromosome 7 [min(7)(:p11.1->q11.23:)]. Notably, AGS was due to a mutation in the CYP21A2 gene located on chromosome 6. This is a further example that detection of an sSMC does not always resolve the clinical case.

Introduction

Small supernumerary marker chromosomes (sSMCs) have been defined as structurally abnormal chromosomes that cannot be identified or characterized unambiguously by conventional banding cytogenetics alone, and are (in general) equal in size or smaller than chromosome 20 of the same metaphase spread. As they are too small for their chromosomal origin to be considered by traditional banding techniques, molecular cytogenetic techniques (including array-based comparative genomic hybridization) are required for their characterization (1). sSMCs are found in approximately 4.4/100,000 newborns (2) and they are found in three different shapes: ring, inverted duplicated and centric minute (3). Partial trisomy 7 or partial monosomy 7 share some common clinical features, such as mental retardation, growth deficiency and finger abnormalities as well as eye and ear anomalies. In addition, certain patients present variable features, such as triangular face, high frontal hairline, high arched palate, clinodactyly and asymmetry of limbs (4).

Uniparental disomy (UPD), the abnormal inheritance of both chromosomes from only one parent, has been described for different human chromosomes. UPD can be associated with an sSMC as a result of an original trisomy with consecutive trisomic rescue (5).

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) is one of the most common autosomal recessive disorders, with an estimated carrier frequency of 1 in 50 (6), and is due to 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21-OHD), one of the enzymes required for the synthesis of cortisol in the adrenal cortex. Impaired 21-hydroxylase activity causes accumulation of steroid precursors, which then flow into biosynthetic pathways unaffected by the enzymatic block, resulting in the production of excess androgens. When androgens are over-secreted from the adrenal glands, the female fetus is virilized (7). Complete enzyme inactivation or low but measurable enzyme activity leads to the salt wasting (SW) form, 3-7% residual enzyme activity leads to the simple virilizing type and more than 30% residual enzyme activity leads to the non-classic type (7). Approximately 75% of patients with classic 21-OHD have the SW form, which is associated with severe impairment of 21-hydroxylation of progesterone and 17-hydroxyprogesterone (17-OHP) (7).

The 21-hydroxylase gene, CYP21 (CYP21A2, OMIM No. 201910), is located on chromosome 6p21.3 within the HLA histocompatibility complex in close proximity to the highly homologous inactive pseudogene, CYP21P (CYP21A1P) (8,9). Recombinations and conversions between CYP21A1P and
and CYP21A2 result in the generation of dysfunctional CYP21A2 alleles (7,10). Approximately 90% of CYP21A2 mutations are a result of CYP21A1P-derived conversions and recombinations (7,11). CYP21A2 genotyping can be useful in the diagnosis of CAH and can also predict the phenotype in 80-90% of cases (12,13).

In this study, we present a female pseudohermaphroditism/adrenogenital syndrome (AGS) case with a 45% mosaicism for a small supernumerary ring chromosome 7 associated with a homozygous mutation in the CYP21A2 gene.

Materials and methods

Case report. The patient is the sixth child of non-related parents. Her mother was 35 and her father 49 years of age when she was born. She is now 10 years old, 135 cm in height, and was referred to a cytogenetic analysis due to a gender determination problem in July 2009. She was born in the 37th week of gestation with a birth weight of 3,250 g. She has a facial dysmorphism (triangular face, high frontal hairline, asymmetry of limbs (Fig. 1) and long fingers (Fig. 2). Her speech was delayed; her first words were not until 2 years of age, and her language skills were poor until 8 years, especially concerning her performances on the expressive side. She has a uterus without ovaries, dense hair distribution on her body (especially in the pubic area), a large genital vagina; the clitoris is very pronounced (5 cm in length) and lift cornet. However, she does not have testes. A CT scan showed enlargement of the adrenal glands: left, 32x7 mm; right, 38x8 mm (normal adrenal gland size is 14x2 mm) (Fig. 3). The bone mass densitometry (BMD) using the lunar prodigy advance system (manufactured by GE Healthcare; analysis version 13.20), measured at AP spin L1-L4 was 0.964 g/cm² with a Z-score of 2.1, which is significantly higher than normal limits for her age and gender. The bone age was 18 years. The ACTH level was 228 pg/ml (normal value <63), progesterone level was 5.35 ng/ml (normal value <1.13), 17-OH progesterone level was 13.9 ng/ml (normal value <2), 17-ketosteroid level was 58.37 mg/24 h (normal value <14), δ-4 androstendion level was 4.4 ng/ml (normal value <1), cortisol level was 5.6 µg/dl (normal value <25), testosterone level was 210 ng/dl (normal value <100), LH level was 2.2 mIU/ml in the follicular phase (normal value <11.6) and FSH level was 6.3 mIU/ml in the follicular phase (normal value <11.3).

Cytogenetics. Chromosome analysis using GTG-banding was performed according to standard procedures (14). A total of 100 metaphases analyzed from stimulated peripheral blood culture were analyzed. The karyotype was described according to the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (15).

Molecular cytogenetics. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) using LSI SRY (Yp11.3) SpectrumOrange/CEP X SpectrumGreen probe (Abbott Molecular/Vysis, USA) and centromere specific multicolor FISH (cenM-FISH) was performed (16,17). Subsequently, a centromere-near multicolor FISH (subcenM-FISH) probe set for chromosome 7 (18) was used to check for the presence of centromere-near euchromatic material on the small marker chromosome. The applied subcenM-FISH probe set consists of 2 partial chromosome painting (pcp) probes, 1 for the long and 1 for the short arm of chromosome 7, both centromere-specific probes for chromosome 7 (D7Z1; Abbott Molecular/Vysis) of 2 BAC probes (RP 11-10F11 specific for 7p11.2 and RP11-3N2 located in 7q11.21). Furthermore, a commercially available probe for the ELN-gene in 7q11.23 together with a control in 7q31 (D7S486, D7S522) was used to characterize the sSMC in further detail. A total of 20 metaphase spreads were analyzed, each using a fluorescence microscope (AxiolImage.Z1 mot; Zeiss) equipped with appropriate filter sets to discriminate between a maximum of 5 fluorochromes and the counterstain 4,6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Image capturing and processing were carried out using an ISIS imaging system (MetaSystems, Altussheim, Germany).

Results

The karyotype determined by GTG-banding identified was mos 48,XX,+mar1x2[1]/47,XX+mar[45]/46,XX[54] (Fig. 4). The sSMC was present in 45 of 100 lymphocyte-derived metaphases. FISH excluded the presence of SRY-specific
sequences (data not shown). The sSMC was further characterized by molecular cytogenetic studies which revealed a centric minute-shaped chromosome 7 [min(7)(p11.1->q11.23:)] (Fig. 5). The karyotypes of the mother and the father were 46,XX and 46,XY, respectively.

Sequencing of the CYP21A2 gene revealed the homozygous mutation c.518T>A (p.Ile173Asn) in exon 4 (NM_000500.5; ATG=1). Both parents are heterozygous for that mutation (Fig. 6).

Discussion

sSMC(7) is very rare and usually small in size. They consist of the centromere and small amounts of euchromatic material, a fact which also applies to our patient. Only 15 patients with sSMC originating from the proximal region of the long arm are described in the literature. Comparing the phenotype of cases reported, delay of speech is often reported (http://www.med.uni-jena.de/fish/sSMC/07.html#Start07).

By contrast, subjects with deletion of the same interval have good communication competence, with a relative strength in verbal skill. These findings support the idea that this region contains genes that may affect speech performance in a dose-dependent manner. Four genes (CALN1, STX1A, LIMK1 and CYLN), involved in brain development or function, have been identified (20). As was observed in our patient, facial anomalies are non-specific, but some traits are common to both ring chromosome 7 [r(7)] carriers and patients with WBS duplication, and thus they can be associated with 7q proximal region triplication. Our patient shares a prominent forehead, a triangular face, a high nasal bridge, normal eyes, thin lips, short philtrum and normal ears (21) with the other patients. By contrast, other aspects, such as hirsutism, were observed in our case and other cases as well (21). These features should be carefully sought when a new case of r(7) is discovered, since they could represent helpful clues to better delineate the r(7) phenotype.

CAH is found in a wide range of clinical severity ranging from subtle hormone imbalance in adults to severe life-threatening SW in newborns (22). Detection of the underlying mutations in the CYP21A2 gene encoding steroid 21-hydroxylase enzyme is helpful both for confirmation of diagnosis and management of CAH patients (22). Approximately 95% of the mutated alleles in patients with steroid 21-OHD are generated by transfer of DNA sequences from CYP21A1P to CYP21A2 by gene conversion events (23). The remaining 5% of the alleles show new/rare mutations due to random events (24). Most of these mutations are unique to individual families, but some are population-specific (25,26). Different kinds of mutations result in different degrees of enzymatic impairment of P450c21, which result in varied phenotypes of CAH patients. A large number of mutations detected in the CYP21A2 gene have been characterized to prove their clinical relevance and.
impact on the P450c21 protein. The residual enzyme activity is then measured towards both natural substrates (17-OHP and progesterone) and compared to the wild-type protein. The percentage of the residual enzyme activity is correlated with the clinical phenotype and subsequently mutations are classified as simple virilization, SW or non-classic types of AGS (27-31), with the change c.518T>A being a typical mutation for simple virilization.

To our knowledge, in this study, we present the first report of a female pseudohermaphroditism, classified as simple virilization for simple virilization.
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